Abstract. Modelling the forming process of engineering fabrics and textile composites using a mechanical approach, such as FEM, requires characterisation of material behaviour. Using Picture Frame (PF) tests, several previous studies have reported a coupling between in-plane tension and fabric shear compliance. However, characterising this behaviour accurately has proven problematic due to the sensitivity of the PF test to small fabric misalignments in the test rig, prompting innovative solutions such as the use of load-cells mounted on the side bars of the PF rig to measure in-plane tension during testing. This paper focuses on an alternative testing technique, the Biaxial Bias Extension test, as a means to investigate this coupling. The approach has several benefits including simple equipment requirements, the ability to vary sample dimensions and boundary conditions. The main difficulty lies in extracting the material contribution to the recorded signal. To do this, an experimental method is demonstrated using two very different textiles; glass fabric and self-reinforced polypropylene both plain weaves. The latter is challenging to characterise and was chosen due to its high propensity to wrinkle at room temperature.
INTRODUCTION
Draping of engineering fabrics prior to infusion or, for co-mingled thermoplastic fabrics prior to heating, generally involves some means of inducing in-plane tension during the draping process in order to mitigate wrinkling of the sheet. For woven textiles, this in-plane tension generates normal forces between tows at weave crossovers which can alter the fabric's shear compliance. Consequently, in order to simulate the draping process accurately various researchers have recognized the importance of characterising and modelling the coupling between in-plane tension and a fabric's shear compliance. In terms of modeling, Harrison, et. al. (2003) attempted to predict this relationship using simple analytical models to account for the interaction between tows. Lee, et. al. (2008) modelled the shear-tensile coupling by introducing contact between the tows in the 'discrete' model and later [3] performed a meso-scale FE analysis [2] to predict the tension-shear coupling. The simulation was performed in two steps; (i) stretching the cell units along the two fibre directions i.e. applying a biaxial load (ii) performing shear while retaining the tensile load. This simulation was conducted for several tensile test values showing that as the tensile strain increased the shear resistance also increased [3] . A macro-scale simulation using a non-orthogonal model incorporating a shear-tension coupling was performed using the meso-scale tension-shear results. Close agreement suggested the tension-shear coupled model is accurate and the meso-scale analysis simulation was done successfully [3] . Lee et. al. (2008) presented a continuum mechanics-based hyperelastic model that incorporated this coupling and implemented the model in FE simulations. Attempts to characterise the coupling experimentally have also been published, [4] [5] [6] . Initial attempts involved pre-tensioning the fabric prior to placement in a Picture Frame (PF) test using biaxial machine and for 'commingled' an unbalanced 2/2 twill glass-PP weave indicated a rise in shear compliance whenever the pretension force is increased [7] . Further development has involved fitting a PF rig with load-cells along the side bars allowing the measurement of yarn tension during the test [4, 5] . The latter technique attempts to address the issue of changing tension during the test due to fabric misalignment and changing fabric crimp during the test. Results suggested an increase of the shear stiffness by approximately 200% at 25° shear angle of the shear compliance, when applying pretension = 0.2 N/mm comparing with no pretension [4, 5] . An alternative approach to using either a pretension device or a customized PF rig was suggested in [6] . Recently, Galliot and Luchsinger have introduced a new method of determining the shear compliance of coated fabric using a modified Biaxial Extension (BE) testing machine. The applied load was varied using 5 electromechanical actuators on each side to distribute irregular load. This method is expected to reduce the efforts of characterising the tension and the shear individually. However, the equipment used is very complex and the shear-tension coupling has not yet been investigated. In the current paper we continue this line of investigation and explore the practicability of using a Biaxial Bias Extension (BBE) test to investigate the shear-tension coupling.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Two fabrics, a plain woven glass fabric (tow width=2.18 mm, areal density=311 g/m 2 ) and a plain woven selfreinforced polypropylene (srPP, tape width=2.55 mm, areal density=123 g/m 2 ) have been chosen for testing due to their very different shear compliance and wrinkling behaviour during shear. Two different specimen sizes and geometries have been employed (see Figure 1 ). Regions A, B and C indicate areas that under ideal trellis shear kinematics would have shear angles of , /2 and 0, respectively. During testing, the experimental shear angle was measured manually from two red lines drawn along individual tows/tapes at the centre of region A, using image analysis software Image J [9] .
The experimental test set-up is shown in Figure 2 . A Zwick Z2 universal test machine with a 2kN load-cell was used to measure the vertical axial force. Tests were all conducted at a speed of 200 mm/min. A balanced transverse load was attached to either side of the specimen using a set-up involving nylon fishing line, lightweight material clamping plates (45 g each) and bearing-mounted pulley-wheels. Pulley-wheel supports were clamped to the test bed using magnetic mounts and G-clamps; supports were mounted on 45 o shafts to reduce the bending moment at the fixture. Transverse loads of 5, 50 and 100N were applied to the specimens during testing. Three repeats were performed for each test condition. FIGURE 2. BBE sample held by the shown rig, as tow longitudinal clamps fixed to the testing machine, and two transverse clamps connected to a set of (fishing lines, pulleys and weights).
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The total signal recorded by the loadcell, F T , can be divided to 4 different contributions:
where F m is the material deformation force, F r is the reaction force due to the transverse load, F f is the frictional resistance of the system and F mis is the force due to misalignment of the sample in the test set-up. An important goal is to determine F m from F T . To do this, other contributions should be determined and subtracted. F T versus measured shear angle is presented in Figure 3 for the two materials subjected to three transverse loading conditions. For ideal kinematics, F r can be related to F t via an analytical derivation through consideration of the stress power of the system [6] see Eq (2).
where v x is the upward velocity of the centre of the specimen, which for ideal kinematics equals half the crosshead velocity. v c is the velocity of the side clamps which can in turn be related to v c by assuming ideal kinematics. As expected, when =0, F r = F t . Experimentally, by using a stiff 4-truss linkage with no friction at the joints (achieved by inserting a square linkage of carbon yarns) the reaction force, F r , can be measured. Any difference between the theoretical prediction and the measured force can be assigned to friction in the system and is mainly attributed to the friction of the pulley wheel bearing. This friction was characterized for several F t as a function of d producing a polynomial surface plot for F f . Results for this set-up suggest F f is only a small percentage (< 4% for 5N transverse force, < 10% for 50N transverse force and < 15% for 100N transverse force) of the signal due to the deformation of the material.
When introducing an actual specimen into the test set-up Eq (1) is no longer valid as the specimen undergoes only a rough approximation of ideal kinematics. Intraply slip and stretching of the tapes (for srPP) mean that v c can no longer be derived by assuming ideal kinematics. Also, the upward velocity of the centre of the specimen is no longer given by v x /2. This means that both v c and v x have to be measured using image analysis and fitted using polynomial functions of d, the crosshead displacement. Once known, these polynomials can be introduced in Eq (2) to determine F r , which can be subtracted, along with F f , from F T . According to Eq (1) this only leaves F m and F mis as unknowns. For now we assume the misalignment force, F mis , for both specimen geometries, can be neglected. This assumption is not necessarily correct and in order to be certain that F m has been determined accurately, future work is planned to clarify this point. Results of F m versus measured shear angle are given in Figure 4 . For both materials the results show a strong dependence of fabric shear compliance with in-plane tension with the glass fabric showing a 400% increase in shear resistance when changing from a 5N to a 50N transverse load at a shear angle of 25 degrees. The different geometries of the two specimens mean that different forces are to be expected and before specimens of different geometries can be compared against each other directly, and also against PF or Uniaxial BE test results, the data have to be normalized [6] . The latter will be reported in future work. In this investigation two different test geometries were employed, results suggested at the 210-70mm geometry was less prone to intra-ply slip. The transverse load was found to delay the onset of wrinkling of the srPP material which could only be sheared to around 8 degrees when using a 5N transverse load but reached almost 20 degrees when using the 50 and 100N transverse loads. The BBE is a new test designed to characterise the shear compliance of engineering fabrics under different inplane tensions. The test has been found to overcome many of the disadvantages of currently employed tests. Results presented here suggest a strong shear-tension coupling for both materials however, there is still a question surrounding the influence of fabric misalignment that needs to be resolved before definitive conclusions can be drawn. For example, the effect of sample misalignment on shear resistance could potentially be amplified with increasing transverse load. This could result in an apparent but erroneous shear-tension coupling in the results. Future work will address this possibility.
